Object tracking in complex backgrounds with dramatic appearance variations is a challenging problem in computer vision. We tackle this problem by a novel approach that incorporates a deep learning architecture with an on-line AdaBoost framework. Inspired by its multi-level feature learning ability, a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) is used to learn multi-level feature descriptors from a set of auxiliary images. Each layer of the SDAE, representing a different feature space, is subsequently transformed to a discriminative object/background deep neural network (DNN) classifier by adding a classification layer. By an on-line AdaBoost feature selection framework, the ensemble of the DNN classifiers is then updated on-line to robustly distinguish the target from the background. Experiments on an open tracking benchmark show promising results of the proposed tracker as compared with several state-of-the-art approaches.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKS
Object tracking is a fundamental subject in the field of computer vision with a wide range of applications. The chief challenge of object tracking can be attributed to the difficulty in handling the appearance variability of a target object. To deal with this problem, many approaches have been proposed in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Early tracking approaches employ static appearance models which are either defined manually or trained initially in the first frame [1, 2] . Unfortunately, these approaches may face difficulties when the tracked targets have heavy intrinsic appearance changes. It has been verified that an adaptive appearance model, evolving with the change of object appearance, brings better performance [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Many of these approaches adopted a generative model for object representation. In nature, generative approaches were not equipped to distinguish a target from the background [5, 8] .
Modeling both the object and the background via discriminative classifiers is an alternative choice in the design of appearance models [7, [9] [10] [11] . In this spirit, object tracking has been formulated as a binary classification problem which distinguishes the object of interest from the background via a classifier, e.g., support vector machines (SVMs) [12, 13] . Specifically, the idea of boosting was adopted to select discriminative features for robust tracking [7, 9] . Boosting is a general method for improving the performance of a learning algorithm by combining several "weak" learning algorithms [14] . In ensemble tracking (ET) [9] , an ensemble of weak classifiers was trained on-line to distinguish between the target and the background and a strong classifier was successfully obtained using AdaBoost [15] . Extended from [16] , Grabner et al. [7] have proposed an on-line AdaBoost feature selection algorithm to address a real-time tracking task by updating an ensemble of weak classifiers while tracking. This approach was able to cope with appearance changes of the target. Each weak hypothesis was generated according to a different type of hand-crafted feature.
Hand-crafted feature descriptors may lead to unrecoverable information loss and which feature is suitable for tracking in different scenarios is still an unsolved problem. Recently, automatic feature extraction using deep learning techniques brings significant performance improvements in many areas. As a typical deep learning architecture, deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown superior performance in tasks such as speech recognition [17] and natural language processing [18] . The deep architecture performs as an automatic feature extractor [19] , and each network layer can be considered as a different feature space of the raw data. In more recent years, deep learning techniques have been successfully applied in several computer vision tasks, such as image classification [20] , object detection [21, 22] and object tracking [23] . Recently, Wang et al. [23] proposed a novel deep learning tracker (DLT) for robust visual tracking. DLT combines the philosophies behind both generative and discriminative trackers by automatically learning a deep compact image representation using a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) [24] . Promising results have been reported by this deep learning approach.
Inspired by the success of on-line AdaBoost and deep learning, in this paper, we propose a novel object tracking approach which combines a family of deep neural network classifiers using on-line AdaBoost. Firstly, we build an off-line unsupervised generic image feature extractor using an SDAE with a considerable amount of natural images. Each layer of the SDAE serves as a different level of feature space, which is subsequently transformed to a discriminative DNN classifier by adding an additional classification layer. Secondly, we propose an on-line AdaBoost feature selection framework to combine these layered classifiers for on-line updating. Particle filter is used for tracking and the confidence of each particle is provided by the boosting system. Experimental results on an open tracking benchmark [25] show that our tracker is superior to several state-of-the-art trackers and significant performance gain is achieved as compared with the recent DLT tracker [23] .
In the next section, we describe the SDAE-based unsupervised image feature descriptor. In Section 3, we present the proposed approach for on-line boosting a family of deep neural networks. Experiments on an open benchmark are shown in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
GENERIC IMAGE FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
In this section, we describe the unsupervised generic feature learning scheme, which is based on a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE). In an idiomatic manner of a learning deep architecture, we first pretrain the SDAE layer-by-layer and fine-tune the whole SDAE subsequently. This process is carried out off-line using one million images randomly selected from the 80-million tiny images dataset [26] .
An SDAE is built by stacking several one-layer neural networks, called denoising autoencoders (DAE), which is trained to denoise the corrupted versions of the raw data [24] . 
Here Θ = (W, W , b, b ) denote the parameters of the network. f (·) is a nonlinear activation function which is typically the logistic sigmoid function. The factor η balances the reconstruction loss and the weight penalty terms, in which · F is the Frobenius norm [27] . It has been shown that, by preventing the autoencoder from simply learning the identity mapping, a denoising autoencoder is more effective than the conventional autoencoder in discovering robust features [24] . After the pretraining step, the SDAE is unrolled to form a feedforward neural network, which is fine-tuned using the backpropagation (BP) procedure.
According to the configuration suggested in [23] , we use a 4-layer network shown in Fig. 1 (B) to achieve our learning. In the proposed tracker, an object in each frame is represented To elaborately describe the image structure, a structure with overcomplete filters is deliberatively chosen in the first hidden layer for the purpose of finding an overcomplete basis. Then, the number of units is reduced by half when a new layer is added until there are only 256 hidden units, which serves as the bottleneck of the autoencoder.
TRACKING
In this section, we describe our on-line boosting DNN tracker. The main idea is to formulate the tracking problem as an online classification task. In Section 2, we have learned an image feature descriptor using an SDAE. Each layer of the SDAE serves as a different feature space of the raw image data. We transform each layer to a discriminative binary classifier by adding an additional sigmoid classification layer on the top of each layer. In the first frame, the object has been provided by a bounding box and the object region is considered as a positive sample, and the negative samples can be extracted from the surrounding background. These positive and negative samples are used to adapt the DNN classifiers via the BP algorithm in several iterations. After that, an on-line boosting feature selection mechanism is used to combine the well-fitted binary classifiers. The tracking is carried out based on a particle filter. In each frame, a set of particles, corresponding to the object candidates, are drawn from an importance distribution. A confidence map of each image region of an object candidate is evaluated by the on-line boosting DNNs system. The region with the maximal confidence is then taken as the new location of the object. Once the object has been detected in current frame, the online boosting system is updated to the possible appearance variation. Similarly, the current object region is regarded as a positive sample and the surrounding regions as negative samples. The whole tracking and updating procedure is repeated once a new frame arrives.
Particle Filter based Tracking
Our tracking process is formulated within a Bayesian framework in which a particle filter [28] is used. Let x t and y t denote the hidden state and observation variables at time t, respectively. The state here is represented by the affine transformation parameters which correspond to translation, scale, aspect ratio, rotation, and skewness. Up to time t − 1, the 
Inference to time t, the observation y t is available and the posterior distribution of x t is updated using the Bayesian formulation
The job of particle filter is to approximate the posterior p(x t |y 1:t ) by a finite set of N samples {x 
The importance distribution q(x t |x 1:t−1 , y 1:t ) is often simplified with first-order Markov assumption to q(x t |x t−1 ), and consequently the weights updating becomes w i t = w i t−1 p(y t |x i t ). In our approach, the motion model q(x t |x t−1 ) is modeled independently by a normal distribution and the observation model p(y t |x i t ) is estimated by an on-line boosting classifier whose output is a kind of confidence measure.
On-line Boosting DNNs
Given a learned image feature descriptor in Section 2, each layer of the SDAE serves as a different level of feature. We build several discriminative binary DNN classifiers by adding a sigmoid layer on the top of each layer of the SDAE, and combine these classifiers using the on-line boosting framework [7] . Specifically, we present a modified version of online AdaBoosting to be more applicable to the DNN classifiers. The modifications include voting weight updating, sample importance weight updating and DNN classifiers updating with weighted samples, as described in Algorithm 1. For the requirement of on-line DNN updating, we carry out the boosting learning process in a batch manner.
The framework of the proposed on-line boosting DNN framework is shown in Fig. 2 , and the corresponding algorithm pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1. Let X t = 
.., h
sel N } is initialized randomly. Once a set of training samples X t , Y t arrive at frame t, selectors are updated with respect to the importance weights λ of current samples. In order to update the DNN classifiers with weighted samples, the feedforward error is weighted by multiplying with λ before the BP process. This is done for all samples over each DNN classifier in a batch manner. After that, the error e n,m,i is estimated from the weights of correctly and wrongly classified examples (λ corr n,m,i and λ wrong n,m,i ), where e n,m,i is the error of the i-th sample over the m-th DNN classifier in the n-th selector. Then, the selector h sel n selects one DNN classifier with the maximal error reducing margin in average. Subsequently, the voting weight α n and the importance weight λ are updated, and then the algorithm moves on to the next selector. This process is repeated for all selectors. Finally, a final strong classifier h strong is obtained by a linear combination of selectors to serve as a confidence measure for the particle filter.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Settings
We compare our proposed approach with some state-ofart trackers over 8 video sequences on a standard benchmark [25] . For off-line training of the SDAE, we follow the parameter configuration of the recent DLT tracker [23] . The momentum parameter is set to 0.9. The mini-batch size is set to 100 for off-line training and to 10 for on-line updating. For the on-line tracking system, we draw 1000 particles for the particle filter. The number N of selectors is set to 5 and the number M of DNN classifiers is 4. 
Quantitative and Qualitative Performance
For quantitative comparison, we use two standard metrics: success rate and central-pixel error. Both the tracking result and the labeled groundtruth are represented by a bounding box, respectively. In each frame, once the overlap percentage of the two bounding boxes is larger than 50% against the entire union box, the tracking is considered as a successful case. The central-pixel error is defined as the Euclidean distance between the centers of the two bounding boxes. Table 1 summarizes the performances of the 7 trackers over 8 typical video sequences in the top half. The best results are highlighted in bold font. It's clearly observed that our proposed approach is superior to other methods on 6 video sequences. For the other 2 video sequences, our method is also among the best three methods. Figure 3 shows some tracking results. We have analyzed the robustness of the 7 trackers against some common problems defined in [25] : illumination variation (IV), partial or full occlusion (OCC), non-rigid object deformation (DEF), fast motion (FM) and out-of-plane rotation (OPR). Each entity in the bottom half of Table 1 means that a tracker fails in which frame due to what reason. The SUCCESS means the tracker finished with tracking success, but may suffer several unsuccessful cases in the middle. It's clearly observed that our tracker and the DLT tracker win the most and second most successful tracking, respectively. In the woman sequence, our tracker doesn't drift whilst most trackers fail due to severe occlusions. The Bolt is a challenging sequence on which most trackers fail in early frames due to severe deformation. However, our tracker continues tracking till frame 119. In the David3 sequence, our tracker fails because of full occlusion. Fast motion (FM) also causes our tracker's failure as shown in the Coke sequence.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel object tracker by integrating the deep learning technique with the on-line boosting framework. We first use a stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) to learn a multi-level image feature descriptor. A family of discriminative DNN classifiers is then built from the different layers of the SDAE. After that, these classifiers are combined with an alternative version of the on-line boosting to facilitate the object/background classification. Promising results have been achieved. We believe that the key to the success of our approach lies in two-fold. First, the deep learning architecture can automatically learn useful generic image features in different levels. Second, which level of feature is most suitable for appearance modeling is further automatically decided by boosting. In the future, we plan to use a convolutional neural network (CNN) which recently has shown better capability of extracting image features [20] . Currently, without aiding with GPU our tracker suffers a little time-consuming DNN updating, and this would be our next work to reduce computation cost with GPU. We also plan to investigate how the depth of the deep architecture affects the tracking performance.
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